
St Andrews Urban Race
Sun 4 Mar 2012 – Final Details

Terrain: Old streets, housing developments, university quads, parks and science campus. Virtually flat.

Map: Updated in 2012; 1:4,000, ISSOM symbols, 5m contours, waterproof, overprinted with legend on one
side or other. Printed at A3 for all courses. Courses 1 and 2 are printed back to back, the first section is a
portrait orientation, the second section is landscape. Check north direction when turning the map over.

Courses and Classes: As per BOF Guideline E. Courses:

Cse M Classes W Classes Run Distance
1 M Open (over 16) 9.8 km, 35m climb
2 M Vets (M40+) W Open (over 16) 7.4 km, 35m climb
3 M Super Vets (M55+) W Vets (W40+) 5.5 km, 25m climb
4 M Ultra Vets (M65+) W Super Vets (W55+) 4.8 km, 15m climb
5 W Ultra Vets (W65+) 4.8 km, 15m climb
6 M Junior (< 16) W Junior (< 16) 4.2 km, 30m climb
7 M Young junior (<12) W Young junior (<12) 2.7 km, 25m climb

Course 7 is TD 3 standard, equivalent to a short orange

Run distance: All distances quoted are the run distance on the shortest route NOT the red line distance.

Technical Difficulty: The controls on all courses are TD3. Course 7 uses the easiest controls and simple
legs however in a complex built environment these courses will still have a TD of 3. It is expected that
good yellow standard runners will be able to complete the courses.

Safety: Courses 1 to 5 cover streets and pavements with no attempt to control traffic. Only competitors
who are aged 16 or older on the day of the race can compete on these courses. Courses 6 and 7 are run
over campus terrain with negligible traffic and are suitable for children of all ages. Competitors in M and
W16 who are aged 16 and 17 may choose to run on courses 1, 2 or 6.

Officials: Planner Clive Masson, ESOC
Controller Rob Hickling, Gramp
Organiser Margaret Dalgliesh, ESOC

Parking: Parking in a free public car park is adjacent to
the roundabout on the A91 at grid NO 501169.

Layout: Parking, registration, start and finish all adjacent.
Indoor toilets. There is no space for club tents.

Out of Bounds Areas: There are no taped out of bounds
areas but everywhere except the car park, warm up and assembly area is out of bounds.

Entries: Pre entry on Fabian. Very limited EOD or course change on the day, depending on map
availability. entries@esoc.org.uk

Scoring: Sportident timing will be used and SI cards are available to hire without charge. There will be a
charge of £30 for any lost SI cards. Hired SI cards can be collected at Registration.

Timings: Start list on fabian4. Registration open from 11.00 until 13.00. Starts from 11.30 to 13.30.
Courses close at 15.30.

Control Descriptions: Overprinted on the maps and loose at the start. Courses 1 to 6 use IOF pictoral
and course 7 uses text descriptions. For some controls on buildings the descriptions column will read
something like ‘southwest building, northwest outside corner’ As there is only one building in the circle this
may seem to be wrong. In this case the ‘southwest’ refers to which of the two or more ‘northwest outside

http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/images/uploaded/downloads/events_guideline_e.pdf
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=350102&Y=716932&A=Y&Z=120&ax=350102&ay=716932
mailto:entries@esoc.org.uk
http://www.fabian4.co.uk/default.aspx?EventID=600


corners’ that are in the circle. In every case the feature is in the centre of the circle and any other similar
feature will be toward the edge of the circle.

Controls: Controls will be a mixture of standard T Bars and SI boxes fixed to vertical posts (such as drain
pipes). This allows controls to be placed on tarmac and reduces the chance that controls are stolen.

Urban safety: Be courteous and take extra care not to collide or scare pedestrians who will obviously not
be expecting a runner to come round the corner suddenly. It is your duty to consider their safety rather
than your race speed. Take corners slowly and run wide. Be extra cautious when leaving small alleyways
onto main road pavements.

Road safety: All runners must take responsibility for their own road safety. Normal road
regulations apply and runners must give way to vehicles at all times. On the map the following
symbol is used for both types of pedestrian crossing; those with lights that stop traffic and ‘zebra
crossings’. Runners may choose to use these at busier roads or if in doubt.

Low Roofs: Runners over 5’10’’ should beware that some roofs in underpasses are lower than 6’ high.
Watch for clearance.

Child protection: Courses 1 to 5 proceed through this boarding school. All competitors must respect the
privacy of the school and adhere to the out of bounds areas absolutely.

Road works: There are road-works ongoing in the North Street area (the northern area of the map). The
progress will depend on labour, weather and other variables so at the point when the maps go to print it will
not be possible to state exactly where the roads are closed. It is expected that pavements or improvised
pavements will open to pedestrians. If the road works are a major obstacle to progress then there will be
advice at registration.

Urban orienteering access: The following
symbols are used to depict terrain which must
not be entered or crossed – irrespective of
whether it is physically possible. A purple line
indicates a gate which may be open or closed
but should be assumed as closed. A route
barred with a purple line is out of bounds
even if the gate / door has been left open

Hedge symbol: The ‘linear thicket’ symbol is
used for hedges on the descriptions:

Shadowing of Juniors: Adults wishing to shadow a junior must run their own race first or declare
themselves non-competitive.
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Shoes: All courses cross delicate paved areas so metal spikes are prohibited.

Results. On the ESOC website as soon as possible after the event.

First Aid: Club 1st aiders at Registration / Download, the hospital is 1 mile from the event.

Cancellation: A cancellation will be advertised on the ESOC website at the earliest opportunity.

Dogs: Dogs are permitted in the car park only.

https://unimail.st-andrews.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=1ba6057f57924d0d97eb365d76479dda&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.stleonards-fife.org


ISSOM Symbols: These symbols will be on one side or other of the map.


